
High Performance Punch System HPPC

The high performance punch drive 

HPPC is designed especially for 

high end  requirements.

The cylinder is operating in a hydro-

mechanically closed loop system. 

This system provides the expected 

performance figures for high speed 

punching and nibbling, as well as 

high precision forming and shaping. 

All parameters as positions and 

speed may be programmed electro-

nically.  

 

PCU is the electronic link between 

HPPC and machine control PLC/

CNC. The machine control will com-

municate all parameters, as stroke 

positions, using the data interface. 

After cycle starting, all management 

and monitoring of hydraulic actua-

tors and sensors is done by PCU. A 

robust position feedback with digital 

signal interface is used to monitor 

the hydromechanical closed loop.

Highly efficient use of energy is 

achieved using the load-controlled 

“two-pressure-system”.  The result 

is small energy consumption at out-

standing punch performance.

In a compact design, all valves are 

placed on a manifold directly on the 

cylinder. The benefits of this are 

high hydraulic response together 

with simple installation and mainte-

nance.

 



Technical Data HPPC

Punching Force 200 or 300 kN

Stroke Rate (nibbling) >1500 strokes / min

Stroke Rate (marking) >3800 strokes / min

Reproducibility 0,01 mm

■	 electrohydraulic high performance punch drive

■	 addition to the proven punching systems product portfolio

■	 energetically optimized punching with reduced power consumption

■	 predefined machine cycles with programmable stroke parameters

■	 high precision using still robust valve technology

■	 process safety by feedback monitoring

Features

Scope of Delivery

■	 Punch Drive

-  optimized punch cylinder

-  valve- and accumulator charging  

 technique

-  various damping elements

■	 Electronic Control PCU

-  intelligent drive control

-  data interface RS-232,  

 CAN Bus, Profibus, Ethernet 

 or as option SERCOS

■	 Power Pack

- power optimized dimensioning

-  integrated cooling and filtering  

 system
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Energetically Optimized Punching
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We feel at home with special 

requirements 

For more than 40 years, we have 

maintained business relationships 

with our customers as partners. To 

day, we have an extensive sales 

network covering all parts of the 

world – which means that we are 

close to you. This allows us to clarify 

the often special requirements 

through direct contact with our 

customers. With our high level of 

consulting expertise, we can work 

together with you to find the optimal 

solution for your application.

.

Voith Turbo H + L Hydraulic 

GmbH & Co KG

Schuckertstraße 15 

71277 Rutesheim, Germany

Tel. 07152 992-3

Fax 07152 992-400

sales-rut@voith.com

www.voithturbo.com / 

hydraulic-systems


